He always had a great deal say, and he liked everything “just as said to.

"What is more, he considered it duty to see to it that so very towards my of his

was kept “just so.” Sometimes his of duty was very useful everything moving his joke sense range
to people he lived with, and sometimes was a great an got the it the and

nuisance. People are to arranging a dog’s life for dog, but tried used as the an dog
they are not used having a dog arrange their lives them.

That is what Junket did Mr. and Mrs. Dougal McDonegal and for like watch

children, much to the McDonegals’ benefit, much to his their then to but towards and

own surprise.

Junket surprised because he had no idea people as were as was such many tease
the McDonegals existed until unhappy day when he first met them name that

For five years he had lived and happily with the Jellicot they said them widely busily as
family, had all been very useful to and very fond of him.

They all been a great help to in keeping everything “just

so” and on as it should be going . Junket frequently

admitted to himself that really could not have managed the they under he

without the Jellicots. But the Jellicots, course, did know place horse doesn’t of as said

how to live the country.

They had a nice white house at one end of long

living home rambling an very a

gravel driveway, and a nice _______________ barn at the other. There were _______________

  stale big my a the weren’t

paddock and a pigpen, a _______________ , a pond, and a henyard. Of _______________

  hip end pasture hold water course

there were animals and children, so _______________ was natural that Junket had a

  those was it

  many responsibilities.

  great wild for